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Phillip Hughes was a batting sensation with an infectious
personality who lived each day as if it were his last
Australian batsman was carefree and fearless, smart and tough, a champion
whose eyes dazzled with excitement
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Phillip Hughes' cricket career - by numbers

By Nick Compton, England batsman
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"I have coached a few talented crickets over the years," says Neil D'Costa
Phil Hughes's batting coach and mentor. “But in Phil I found a combination
of attributes almost too good to be true."

“When I first set eyes on him – this feisty 16-year-old, I knew I had come
across something very special.”
I was sitting down with a distraught Neil recently in Sydney to ask what
made Phil so special both as a player and as a person.

As well as Hughes, D’Costa has been mentor to Australian Test player
Michael Clarke and now rising bowling star Mitchell Starc, who he
purpose-built after finding him as a wicketkeeper.
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“I remember how small he was – how diminutive – and yet he had
incredible power and a sense of balance that was soon to make him the
most exciting prospect In Sydney."
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D'Costa recalls an early conversation
sitting with Phil and his parents, Greg and
Virginia, when he first met him in the
country town of Macksville.
“I asked him what his dreams were,” said
Neil. “But before he could answer I added
the rider: 'Don’t say to play for Australia –
I want to know when you want to play for
Australia.'"
"I remember Phil looking at his dad. Greg
looked back at him saying nothing. I
continued: 'Replacing Hayden should be
your goal.'
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cracking.’’
And that was the start of both a relationship and a story that made Phil
into a batting sensation almost overnight.
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The pair of them laughed. But I didn’t.
Greg said: ‘‘Are you serious? That’s not
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‘‘I know,’’ I replied. ‘‘We’d better get
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Strengths: Hughes had 'incredible power and a sense of balance' (PA)

Phil moved down to Sydney almost immediately to play for Western
Suburbs. This was the team I myself represented back in 2009 and where
I first met Phil and the Magpie Boys.
D'Costa went on to remind me about the story of Phil's first match in
Sydney.
"I wanted Phillip to play in second grade to start with, but Wests expected
to play him in first grade straight away, worried that he would be
disappointed otherwise. In reality, he didn’t care. He just wanted to get out
there and play. At that first match I urged Phillip to just relax, and told him
it didn’t matter if he scored zero or 100, he was just there to meet the

boys.
"As he walked out to open the batting, chasing 250, an old-timer asked
me: ‘Who is that?’ I said: 'Someone who is going to play for Australia.’
"The man nodded politely, as if to say 'yeah, right'.”
Hours later, when the final over began and the scores were tied, Phillip
was on 140 not out. He hit the first five balls to fielders, putting everyone a
little on edge. We need not have worried though, because the final ball of
the match he hit out of Pratten Park and he ran off like he’d won the World
Cup. It was just our fourth win of a long and not so good season, but
Phillip didn’t know or care. He just ran around hugging everyone,
celebrating a great win. I asked him what why he was going so crazy and,
in what was to become Phillip’s trademark line with some of the world’s
legendary players, he said: “That’s how we roll, bruz!”
That was Phil. No one ever told him what to do. He always knew what he
wanted. The way he deflected advice – and his unorthodoxy brought a lot
of advice – was to find something more fun or less intense to grab his
attention.
I remember the first match I played with Phil for Midddlesex at The Oval.
Though I had an idea what to expect, to the majority here was a
diminutive and relatively unknown Aussie larrikin facing Andre Nel the
snorting, spitting, angry South African.
I had an inkling of what to expect, but I had a quiet chuckle when the other
Middlesex boys sat up and took notice. It was quite extraordinary
watching a new batting sensation unleashing every swat, slice and smash
that an unorthodox country boy could think up.
One hundred and eighty runs later at a run-a-ball, Phil was on his phone
checking up and reading every story on Cricinfo – a kid in a candy shop.
You could see that raw excited dazzle in his eye. It was refreshing.
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Carefree: Hughes' eyes dazzled with excitement (Action Images)

Most of us dream of being carefree, fearless and living each day as if your
last. Yes we dream, yes we read this in books and on social media. Ten
ways to a more fruitful life was a post I saw on Facebook recently - but
here was a boy that epitomised this way of life.
No apparent complications, just someone living his dream and doing it his
own way.
Sharing a flat with him in north London, there were a few cheeky night
outs. Where I would be concerned that I might not be at my best for the
next days training session, Phil didn't even seem to know there was one.
if he did he'd say: 'Come on cuz, you just gotta relax yourself cuz' and
then walk off with a grin that suggested: 'I know what I'm talking about you
just gotta do it like me bro.’
I smile while writing this because I can feel the cathartic energy it's giving
me now reminiscing over Phil's infectious personality. If he's doing that to
me now I think you get an idea of what he did to those that played on the
same field as him or shared a time with him.
He was never threatening or moody – always fresh, young and excited. It
was never complicated. I remember him living the moment after notching
two centuries in only his second Test against South Africa in Durban.
Australia had won the Test to go 2-0 up in the series and Hughes had
notched 115 and 160 in only his second Test. He chatted like an excited
schoolboy as he skipped along the promenade of Durban’s beachfront.
'Cuz, I hit it pretty good today, hey cuz?’
Phil had a huge impact on all of us at Middlesex. But anyone who thought
he was this happy-go-lucky guy with not a care in the world would be
mistaken. Perhaps there wasn't a university degree behind it but believe
you me Phil was very self-aware and exuded a smartness that made it
clear he knew what he was doing.

Self-aware: Hughes exuded a smartness (Getty Images)

I’ll leave the last word to D'Costa.
“As outstanding a talent as he was, my memories of him will always be
about things closer to home. I always cherished our walks, talking about
farming and how he loved to help his dad, Greg, his beloved mother Vinny
– ‘The Vin’ – his beautiful little sister Megan and older brother Jason, a
great player himself who always looked out for Phillip.
"What they are going to do without ‘Boof’, as Greg always called him, I
simply don’t know. Phillip’s family raised, nurtured and loved a bloody
champion. They lived his dream together. They hugged, cursed, partied
and travelled around as one. In return for their support, there was nothing
Phillip would not do for them. They had his total love and devotion. That’s
the Phillip I will always remember."
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